tr& states. The proposed detection schemes cornpare favorably with other solutions previously pro-
I. INTRODUCTION
ONCOHERE" detection of digital signals is N an attractive strategy in situations where carrier phase recovery is difficult because most of the drawbacks of a phase-locked loop (PLL), used to approximately implement coherent detection, may be avoided. In this paper, we present new noncoherent sequence detection (NSD) algorithms for continuous phase modulations transmitted over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. Based on Laurent representation [4]. recently extended to multilevel signaling 151, CPM signals may be mathematically described as a sum of linearly modulated components affected by ISI.
We begin by considering NSD of linearly modulated signals in the presence of ISI. For this detection problem, it is straightforward to show that the sampled output of a filter matched to the received pulse is a set of sufficient statistics, as for the case of known phase [6]. An alternative set of sufficient statistics may be obtained using a whitened matched filter (WMF), as in [7] . We derive optimal noncoherent sequence detectors for both the first and second type of sufficient statistics. The resulting formulations are equivalent, although the complexity of the optimal receivers increases exponentially with the duration of the transmission. We then introduce some approximations in order to realize simple suboptimal detection schemes based on a Viterbi &go-rithm (VA). Although for both first or second set of sufficient statistics the performance approaches that of coherent detection for increasing complexity, a different performanceis obtained for limited compl&@. Specifically, a receiver based on the sampled output 
LINEAR MODULATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF IS1
In the case of linear modulations, the information bearing signal s(t,c) may be expressed as where NT denotes the number of transmitted code symbols %, T is the symbol interval, h(t) is a prop erly normalized shaping pulse, taking into account the channel filtering, and vector c denotes the code sequence. Symbols {%} are assumed to belong to an M-ary complex alphabet and derived from an information symbol sequence {&] by means of some coding rule.
The complex envelope of the received signal may be expressed as where 0 is the phase rotation introduced by the channel, modeled as a random variable with uniform distribution in the interval [0,2x), and w ( t ) is the complex envelope of the additive white Gaussian noise with independent components, each with two-sided power spectral density NO. We define gh = g ( k T ) , where g(t) = h(t) 0 h*(-t) and symbol 8 denotes convolution. Substituting (1) in the noncoherent sequence metric (eq. is the output, sampled at time t = kT, of a filter matched to the pulse h(t). As indicated by (3), the sampled sequence { I & } is a set of sufficient statistics for optimal noncoherent detection of the information sequence. Samples {zk} may be expressed as
where L is the channel memory (i.e., 2L + 1 is the number of non-zero samples of g(t)) and n k = n(kT) with n(t) = w ( t ) @ h* (-t) . Obviously, the complex discrete process nk is Gaussian, zero-mean in which, the equivalent discrete-the channel { f k } may be obtained from sequence {gk} following the method indicated in [7] . Hence, an alternative formulation of the optimal noncoherent strategy may be based on the sequence of samples { z k } , denoted by vector z in the following. With the usual approximation logb(s) Y 2, this detection strategy may be expressed as in which g k is defined in terms of El: as in (7).
The equivalent optimal noncoherent sequence metr i c~ (3) and (8) may be exactly maximized by an exhaustive method whose complexity increases exponentially with NT. We now introduce some approximations in order to derive detection schemes suitable to be realized by means of a VA. Details are presented in the case of strategy (3). The simpler case of strategy (8) may be approximated in a similar manner and is not presented.
Let us deiine a partial sequence metric
in which the property gr = g l r is used. After an initial transient period, i.e., for n 2 L, the following incremental metric may be defined A,(s) e rn+l(q -r,(q Obviously, the sequence metric r,(ii) to be m&-mized may be recursively computed. Since the first two summations in (10) depend on the entire previous code sequence, the incremental metric has unlimited memory. This implies that the maximization of the sequence metric may be realized by a search on a properly defined tree diagram.
In order to limit the memory of the incremental metric (lo), a truncation is introduced. To this end, in the first two summations of (lo), we consider the N << NT most recent terms only. The approximate truncated-memory incremental metric becomes valid for n 2 max{N -l,L]. The effect of this memory truncation is that the maximization of the sequence metric may be performed recursively by searching a properly defined trellis diagram using a VA with branch metrics (11) .
For a given coding rule, the code symbols {cn} may be expressed in terms of the information symbols {a,} and a trellis state defined accordingly.
Since (11) The number K of linearly modulated components and the expressions of the pulses { h r ( t ) } and the sym- 
E ( % ( t ) n X ( t -T ) } =

2N09rn,k(-T) (18)
which depends on the shape of pulses gm,&(t). In order to obtain a suboptimal noncoherent receiver with good performance and aEordable state-complexity, it is convenient to transform this set of sufficient statistics in an alternative one by means of a whitening procedure (see section II).
It is convenient to define where the propertyg,,k(t) = gk,m(-t) has been used.
The following bilateral Z-transforms of the previously introduced matrix sequences may be defined 
The spectral matrix *n(z) of the vector process n , is assumed to be positive definite along the unit circle (by definition, it is non-negative definite). If the determinant l*n(z)I is identically equal to zero on the unit circle, it is straightforward to show that the discrete processes { q , , } are linearly dependent. In this case, an alternative set of sufficient statistics is simply obtained discarding the sampled outputs {Zk,,} whose noise components can be expressed as a linear combination of the others (with probability one). Strictly speaking, this condition is never verified for CPM (in a large number of considered cases). However, in certain cases + n ( Z ) could be ill-conditioned.
In this case, a simple countermeasure is to discard some signal components. For example, for the quaternary 2RC (raised-cosine frequency pulse with L, = 2) scheme considered in the numerical results, 2 principal pulses, namely hl(t) and hz(t), are quite similar. These two pulses can be replaced by an average equivalent one, h.(t), with corresponding symbol
Under the above positive definiteness assumption for the spectral matrix on(z) along the unit circle, it is possible to find a matrix F(z) such that [12], [13] *n(z) = 2NoGT(z) = 2N0F(z-')FT(z)
and such that the determinant lF(z-')I has no roots inside the unit circle. Therefore, an alternative set of su5cient statistics is obtained by filtering the multidimensional signal {x,,} with a multi-dimensional This multi-dimensional receiver front-end may be interpreted as a one-input K-output WMF in the sense of [7] , realized as the cascade of a one-input Koutput matched filter followed by a K x K whitening iilter. In this derivation, we have not considered the case of a determinant of the spectral matrix *,(I) with zeros along the unit circle because, in our experience, this is not a case of practical relevance in CPM schemes. However, this situation may be approached by generalizing the concept of pole-zero cancellation used in [7] to define the WMI? in the case of signals with spectral nulls.
Using this set {z,} of s a c i e n t statistics, the optimal noncoherent strategy may be derived. Proceeding as in section 11, it may easily be verified that this strategy is a straightforward extension of (8), in which a summation over the K components of the CPM signal is present. With the approximations used in section 11, the incremental, or branch, metrics read 
Iv. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we address the performance of the proposed NSD schemes. The results are based on extensive computer simulations. Performance is expressed in terms of bit error rate (BER) versus &/No, E6 being the received signal energy per information bit.
As an example of binary CPM with h = 0.5, we considered GMSK with parameter BT = 0.25 [14] .
The receiver, based on branch metrics (37), takes only into account the first signal component with pulse ho(t), i.e., K = 1. This choice corresponds to an approximation of the GMSK signal as a linear modulation (hence, the branch metrics are equivalent to (12)). The receiver front-end is a standard WMF. Sever& levels of complaity are considered by selecting different d u e s of implicit phase memory N and number of states S. Most of them use RSSD.
Since the pulse go,o(t) is characterized by 5 sign& cant samples only, the modulation memory is L = 2. Fig. 1 shows the relevant performance. The performance of the optimal coherent receiver is also shown for comparison. The performance approaches that of coherent detection for increasing levels of complex- its. However, state-complexity reduction is an e 5 -cient tool because in most cases it entails negligible degradation. Overall, a loss of about 1.5 dB may be achieved by receivers which search 4-or &state trellis diagramS.
As an example of multilevel CPM, we consider a quaternary RC modulation [I51 with frequency pulse of L, = 2 symbol intervals (2RC) and modulation index h = 0.25. As observed in section III, due to the similarity of 2 of the M -1 = 3 principal pulses, we may substitute the corresponding matched filters with an average one. We consider receivers with 2 matched filters which use a two-dimensional WF (i this case, L = 1) and a VA with branch metrics (37). Fig. 2 shows the performance of these receivers along with that of a coherent receiver. The results previously described for binary CPM are confirmed for this quaternary scheme. For increasing complexity levels, the receiver performance approaches that of coherent detection-a loss of only 1 dB may be attained with affordable complexity levels.
We now analyze the robustness of the proposed detection schemes to phase jitter. To this purpose, the phase 0 of the received signal is modeled as a Wiener process with incremental variance over a symbol interval equal to U : . which shows, for both receivers, the loss, in terms of signal-to-noise ratio at a BER of as a function of the jitter standard deviation. For completeness, fig. 4 also shows the performance of a pseudocoherent receiver wherein the PLL is directed by tentative decisions [ll]. Since this comparison is relative to continuous transmissions, unlike the proposed receivers, the PLL-based ones are affected by losses of the lock-in condition.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, noncoherent sequence detection schemes for coded linear modulations in the presence of known IS1 and continuous phase modulations are proposed. Among various possible applications, the case of linearly modulated signals has practical relevance in partial response signaling and is the basis for the extension of noncoherent sequence detection to CPM. This is made possible by Laurent representation of CPM signals as a sum of linearly modulated components. For the proposed detection schemes, the complexity-performance tradeoff is controlled by a specific implicit phase memory parameter and the number of trellis states. The proposed detection schemes are more robust to phase jitter, with respect to receivers which make use of PLLs, either decision-directed or PSP-based, and allow US to closely approach the performance of a coherent receiver with affordable receiver complexity.
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